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Abstract| We propose an anonymous authentication protocol that not only allows much lowercomputational complexity for practical use but also meets requirements of dynamic groups, especiallywith power-limited devices. Our contribution is to provide the strict analysis of security based on theframework of provable security. Our protocol consists of a group manager, a veri�cation center, andm group members. In the protocol, the veri�cation center that acts like a TTP does not possess anyinformation needed to identify group members. Similar to the veri�cation center, the group manageralso cannot identify the group member without the veri�cation center's help. In particular, our protocolis suitable for English auction or open bidding systems where the change of participating entities ina group occurs frequently and, at the same time, the processing must be executed within short timeperiod.
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1 Introduction
Authentication and dynamic group management areindispensable components in English auction and openprocurement, which are very popular business areas inE-commerce. In these systems, a group member wantsto participate in the group activity without revealingher identity except when honor is awarded to herselfas a winner. This is the basic problem of anonymousauthentication.As the previous works, witness-indistinguishability[6, 7] based or Zero-Knowledge [1, 8, 9] based anony-mous authentication has been achieved [2, 11, 15, 16].Up to now, most of previous works have been tried toreduce computation and communication complexity intheir protocols. Yet no schemes are practical enoughto be used in environment with power-limited devicessuch as smart cards or mobile devices. Another impor-tant concern is that managing a group dynamically isa crucial task for a group manager since every group isalive and has a variant life cycle.Therefore, we focus ourselves on 2 points: e�cientmanagement of dynamic groups and low complexity ofcomputation. In the real world, E-commerce activi-ties using dynamic groups occur frequently for a dayor even for a minute. In this case, there are some im-portant activities like (re) forming groups, managingmembership, and selecting a winner. As a viewpoint ofthe group manager, managing above activities dynami-cally and precisely becomes a critical task since the lifecycle of groups lasts not long but rather short. Fur-
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thermore, members should make decision quickly andbid timely to win against competitors. Therefore, it isreasonable that 1) groups are managed e�ciently and2) all computations are done in a cheap way.
1.1 Related Work
Over the years, several papers [2, 4, 5] have attemptedto study on the anonymous authentication. The groupsignature scheme introduced by Chaum and van Heyst[5] allows members of a group to sign messages on be-half of a group such that the resulting signature doesnot reveal their identities. But the public key of a groupdepends on the size of the group1.In [4], Camenisch and Stadler presented an e�cientsolution of the key-increasing problem. They proposeda signature of the knowledge of the discrete logarithm,which is basically a modi�cation of Schnorr signature[17].Boneh and Franklin [2] proposed anonymous authen-tication schemes based on proof of knowledge for thel-th root of modulo n and the RSA scheme. In [16],an anonymous authentication protocol using public keyset of all group members was introduced. As pointedout by the authors, Veri�ably Common Secret (VCS)space grows linearly with the number of the groupmembers.Recently, Omoto and Miyaji [14] proposed an e�-cient public auction protocol and Lee et al. [12] im-proved [14] to solve fairness of the winning bidder bypublicly posting the winner's identity.

1.2 Outline
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.Section 2 describes some primitives used in our pro-

1 In general, it is called the key increasing problem



posal along with cryptographic notions, and Section 3gives the precise de�nition that should be met by ananonymous authentication protocol. Section 4 presentsour protocol, Section 5 discusses its security and e�-ciency. We end with concluding remarks in Section 6.
2 Description of Primitives
This section describes the basis of Di�e-Hellman schemeand the universal one-way hash function (UOWHF)-used for Lamport one-time password scheme [10].

2.1 Di�e-Hellman Scheme
The mathematical tool commonly used for devisingkey agreement protocols is the computational Di�e-Hellman (CDH) problem: given a cyclic group G ofprime order n, a generator g ofG, and elements gx; gy 2RG (where x; y 2 [1; n� 1]), then �nd gxy. (x 2R S de-notes that x is chosen randomly from the set S.)

De�nition 2.1 A Di�e-Hellman scheme (DHS) [3] is apair of polynomial time algorithms, hGDH; Ci. On input1k, GDH generates a triple of global parameters (p; q; g)where p and q are primes such that qj(p� 1), and g isan element of order q in Z�p. C outputs gx mod p.
An adversary A of the DHS is a probabilistic poly-nomial time (PPT) algorithm which takes as input aparameter set (p; q; g) generated using GDH, and a pair(gR1 ; gR2) for R1; R2 2R Z�q . The output of A is an

element �(= gR1R2) of Z�p.
De�nition 2.2 We say a DHS is secure when the suc-cess probability SuccDH(A) de�ned by

SuccDH(A) = Pr
2
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is negligible for every A given access to Di�e-Hellmanoracle D.
2.2 UOWHF-based Lamport Scheme
We replace OWF in the Lamport scheme by universalone-way hash functions (UOWHF) [13] and extend tothe UOWHF-based Lamport scheme.

De�nition 2.3 Let H be a collection of functions suchthat for all h 2R H, h : f0; 1gn1k 7! f0; 1gn0k forany two constants n1k � n0k . Let H be a family ofUOWHFs H. A UOWHF-based Lamport scheme (ULS)is a deterministic polynomial time algorithm H(�)(�) forH 2R H. Given a secret s, UOWHF H chosen uni-formly at random is used to de�ne the increasing se-quence: sn�1 = H(s); sn�2 = H2(s); : : : ; s0 = Hn(s).To authenticate a user for the i-th commitment, 0 �i � n� 1, a secret is de�ned to be si = Hn�i(s).
A of the ULS is a PPT algorithm which has access toan oracle that computes ULS for any i-th commitmentunder a randomly chosen secret s. The output of A isa secret si = Hn�i(s).

De�nition 2.4 The success probability in forging a ULSof A, given access to a ULSing oracle L, is

SuccULS(A) = Pr
2
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s f0; 1gk;H  H;si = Hn�i(s);ti = Hn�i(t);si = ti; s 6= t
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The probability is taken over the choices of the ULSalgorithm, and of A.
Each user selects a secret s as a seed and choosesuniformly at random a UOWHF H 2R H to calculatethe password chain. A user gives initial password s0 =Hn(s) to the veri�er. For the i-th commitment, 0 � i �n�1, the user sends the i-th value si = Hn�t(s) wheret must greater than that of previous commitment step.

De�nition 2.5 A of the ULS (�; qL; ")-breaks a ULSscheme if A runs in time at most � , makes at mostqL queries to the ULSing (or UOWHF) oracle L, andSuccULS(A) � ".
De�nition 2.6 A ULS is a (�; qL; ")-secure ULS if noadversary (�; qL; ")-breaks it.
3 De�nitions of Security
3.1 Anonymous Authentication Protocols
To manage a group dynamically, the following 5 re-quirements are essential.

R1. Security : Only members of a group can be au-thenticated.
R2. Anonymity : Not even GM can know the identityof a member.
R3. Unlinkability : Transactions cannot be identi�edthat who makes and sends.
R4. Formationability : GM can e�ciently build andmaintain new groups.
R5. Maintenanceability : GM can easily add to or re-move members from the group.
De�nition 3.1 An anonymous authentication (AA) pro-tocol is a quadruple PAA = (GAA; RAA; CAA; IAA) of PPTcomputable algorithms involving Ui, GM , and V C de-�ned by the followings:
� GAA runs the DHS to create a secret session keyKGV , generates a random number set and choosesa nonce T which o�ers the randomness of trans-actions.
� RAA speci�es how Ui registers to GM . RAA(1k; Ui;Ri; T;H; sUi) outputs \Accept" or \Reject" ac-cording to the veri�cation of V C, where 1k de-notes the security parameter, Ri denotes a ran-dom number assigned by GM for Ui, H denotesa UOWHF, and sUi denotes a secret seed of Ui.



� CAA speci�es how Ui commits. CAA(1k; Ui; INFOUi ;t;H) outputs \OK" if the veri�cation of V C isvalid. INFOUi denotes any information that Uimay hold, and t means an arbitrary increasednumber for a commitment.
� IAA speci�es how GM and V C can identify thequali�ed Ui. IAA(1k; Ri; t;H) outputs an identityof a speci�c Ui.

3.2 Anonymous Authentication Security
De�nition 3.2 PAA is a secure AA (s-AA) protocolPs-AA if the requirements R1 and R2 hold.
R1. Security.

� For all large enough k, for constants n; i andfor all input s 2 f0; 1gk we have that
Pr �Hi�Hn�i(s)� 6= Hn(s)�

is negligible (in k).
� For any PPT A, for input k; i; and s 2f0; 1gk, we have that

Pr
2
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si = Hn�i(s);ti = Hn�i(t);ti = si;s 6= t
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where the probability is taken over randomchoices and all H 2R H and the randomchoice of A.
R2. Anonymity.

� For any PPT A with any set of group mem-bers fUi��1 � i � mg:
��Pr[A(Ui; :::) = 1]� Pr[A(Uj ; :::) = 1]�� < �(k)
where i 6= j and �(k) is a negligible functionof k.

We denote as Succs-AA(A) the success probabilitythat a PPT A violates the s-AA protocol. Considerthe additional requirements such as unlinkability, for-mationability, and maintainability.
De�nition 3.3 Say that an AA protocol PAA is a ro-bust AA (r-AA) protocol Pr-AA if all of the 5 require-ments hold.
We denote as Succr-AA(A) the success probabilitythat a PPT A violates the r-AA protocol.

4 A Robust Anonymous Authentication
Protocol

First, we give a brief outline of roles of each par-ticipant. Next, the detail description of the protocolfollows.

4.1 Notations
For any message msg and a shared secret key KABbetween one participant A and the other participantB, we denote symmetric key encryption by E(msg)KAB ,asymmetric key encryption by Ep(msg).

4.2 Protocol Participants
The roles of each entity are as follows:

Group Manager, GMPrimarily, GM manages groups. In addition, itruns DHS to generate KGV with V C and assignsa random number Ri to Ui. A secret databasefor keeping member's identity and the assignedrandom number must be maintained.
Veri�cation Center, V CThe major responsibility is to verify if the entityis valid or not. V C takes part in generating KGVwith GM . V C also must keep each member'shash value Hn(si).
Group member, UiTo participate in the current group, Ui must sendhis identity to GM . He can commit himself manytimes using his chained hash values.
4.3 An r-AA Protocol
4.3.1 Preparation.
GM executes the sub-protocol GAA as follows:
1. GM chooses a group G = hgi of prime order q inwhich the CDH assumption holds and prepares aUOWHF H 2R H.
2. GM computes gxGM , signs on and sends it to V C.Also, V C does the same work. A shared secretkey KGV is created.
3. GM generates a random number set (R1; : : : ; Rn),encrypts it with KGV , and sends it to V C.
4. On receiving the value, V C decrypts it usingKGVand keeps it secret in order.

4.3.2 Registration.
To register Ui, the sub-protocol RAA acts as followsonly once:
1. Ui sends his identity to GM .
2. First, GM chooses Ri, encrypts it using KGV .Second, GM encrypts it and a nonce T using apublic key of Ui and sends it to Ui.
3. On receiving, Ui extracts E(Ri)KGV , encrypts itandHn(sUi) with the public key of V C and sendsit to V C.
4. On receiving, V C decrypts it and veri�es if Ri 2(R1; : : : ; Rn) is valid. If valid, he sends the mes-sage Accept to Ui and keeps 
Ri;Hn(sUi)� secret.
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Figure 1: Registration using RAA.

4.3.3 Commitment(s).
Ui can commit whenever he wants using the sub-protocol CAA as Figure 2.
1. At �rst, Ui determines the index t, retrieves thehash chain value Hn�t(sUi) by the index t. Also,encrypts INFOUi with GM 's public key. Ui sends[Hn�t(sUi); t; EGM (INFOUi)] to GM .
2. When Ui commits, GM requests V C to checkthe validity of Ui by sending [Hn�t(sUi); t]. (Itis possible for GM to verify the validity of Ui byhimself.2)
3. On receiving, V C veri�esHt[Hn�t(sUi)] ?= Hn(sUi).If valid, then he sends the message "OK" to GM .

Ui GM V C�Hn�t(sUi ); t; EGM (INFOUi )�- �Hn�t(sUi ); t� -

Verify Ht�Hn�t(sUi )� ?= Hn(sUi )� If valid, "OK"

Figure 2: Commitment using CAA.

4.3.4 Identi�cation.
When an expiration date is over, GM and V C canidentify the quali�ed Ui easily by using the sub-protocolIAA as shown in Figure 3.
1. GM sends [Hn�t(sUi); t], which is the winningmember's commitment, to V C.
2. On receiving, V C veri�esHt[Hn�t(sUi)] ?= Hn(sUi).
3. If valid, then V C sends Ri related in Hn(sUi) toGM .

2 Note that in order to reduce the time required for the veri�ca-tion of V C, once after the initial veri�cation, GM may keepHn�t(sUi ) submitted by each member to check the validity ofthe group members by himself.

4. GM declares Ui associated with the random num-ber Ri as just the winning user and writes Ui onthe bulletin board.

GM V C

[Hn�t(sUi ); t] -

Verify Ht�Hn�t(sUi )� ?= Hn(sUi )�

Ri

Figure 3: Identi�cation using IAA.

5 Analysis
5.1 Security Analysis
The following theorem shows the security of DHS inthe protocol, especially in the sub-protocol GAA.

Theorem 5.1 Under the CDH assumption, for the sub-protocol GAA using DHS, let A be a PPT algorithm forthe group G that makes at most qD CDH-oracle queries.If xGM ; xV C 2 G, then SuccDH(A) � qD/jGj.
Proof: We can easily construct from A a CDH adver-sary F that gets the success probability SuccDHRAA(F) insolving the DHP with in time �� .F runs the protocol PAA that provides random choicesfor A, GAA, and other participants and answers thequeries made by A as follows. Based on the assump-tion that the CDH problem is hard, A cannot get anyadvantage in solving the CDH problem without havingmade a query the form D(R1R2), R1; R2 2R G. Atsome point A makes a query to GM , F gets the value! and relays D(!) to A. F looks for ! in D-list: Foutputs 1 if ! is in the D-list of queries made by A,otherwise F outputs a random choice value.The success probability of F is the probability thatA made a query of the form D (R1R2) minus the prob-ability that A made such a query by pure chance:

Succ(F) = Pr �A makes query (R1R2)�� qDjGj
� Succ(A)� qDjGj :

This completes the proof. 2Now we prove that the protocol PAA satis�es two keyrequirements R1 and R2.
Theorem 5.2 Let A be an adversary that can get theprobability � in breaking the s-AA protocol Ps-AA withina time bound � , after qD CDH oracle queries and qLULSing oracle queries. Then we have:

Succs-AA(A) � qDjGj + SuccDH(� 0; qD) +
qLn � 2k � SuccULS(� 00; qL)



where � 0 � � + qD � Texp(k) and � 00 � � + qL � Thash(k);Texp(k) is the time of computation required for an ex-ponentiation modulo a k-bit number and Thash is thetime required for ULS hashing of a k-bit string.
Proof: Any unquali�ed user cannot obtain Ri so thatshe does not pass the veri�cation of V C. Ui just deliv-ers the encrypted Ri to V C. Since Ui does not knowthe session key KGV , he cannot read his Ri. This canprevent conspiracy attack with other group members.So the proof of Theorem 5.2 now depends on thefollowing lemmas.
Lemma 5.3 Let F be a CDH adversary against thesub-protocol RAA on PAA within time bound � 0, afterqD CDH oracle queries. Then the success probability ofF that breaks the CDH problem is

SuccDHRAA(F) � qDjGj + SuccDH(��)
where �� � � 0 + qD � Texp(k); Texp(k) is the time ofcomputation required for an exponentiation modulo ak-bit number.

Proof: The proof follows immediately from Theorem5.1. The running time of F is the running time of Aadded to the time to process his exponentiation oper-ation: �� � � 0 + qD � Texp(k). 2

Lemma 5.4 Let F be a collision adversary against thesub-protocol RAA on PAA within time bound � 00, afterqL ULSing oracle queries. Then the success probabilityof F that �nds any collision on UOWHF inputs is
SuccULSRAA(F) � qLn � 2k � SuccULS(�̂)

where �̂ � � 00+ qL �Thash(k); Thash is the time requiredfor ULS hashing of a k-bit string.
Proof: We only have to prove if H is a UOWHF, thenthe ULS is also a UOWHF. Now to prove the lemma,we show how A that �nds collisions in a ULS can betransformed into a collision adversary F �nds collisionsin a UOWHF H. This reduction can be quite madee�ciently: the running time of F is basically the sameas that of A, and if A �nds a collision with probability�(k), then F �nds a collision with probability about atleast �(k)=2k.Let sUi 2R f0; 1gk be an input of a user Ui to theULS; for 1 � j � n give some n, de�ne sUi(j) be the�rst ` bits of the input to the j-th application of theUOWHF H.Consider the behavior ofA. Suppose its �rst messagesUi3 is formed as sUi;1; : : : ; sUi;n, and its second mes-sage s0 that yields the collision is formed as s01; : : : ; s0n.For this collision, we de�ne � be the smallest positiveinteger such that sUi(n � �) 6= s0(n � �). The pairhsUi(n � �), s0(n � �)i will be the collision on H thatF �nds.
3 It is called the target message in the literature of provablesecurity.

The adversary F runs as follows. We let A chooseuniformly its �rst message sUi at random. Then Fguesses the value of � at random. This guess will becorrect with probability 1=2k. F now construct its tar-get message as ŝ(n� �), where ŝ is, of course, an `-bitstring drawn uniformly from f0; 1gk at random. Thetask of F is to generate a series of UOWHF valuesH0; : : : ;Hn�1 such that has the correct distribution,and also that sUi(n��) = ŝ. Once this is accomplished,A attempts to �nd a collision with s. If A succeeds,and if the guess at � was right, this will yield a colli-sion for F . The probability that F outputs a collisionis the probability that A succeeds in �nding a collisionmultiplied to the probability to \correct guess" the i-thapplication of UOWHF H:
SuccH(F) � qLn � 2k � SuccULS(A; qL):

Thus the collision adversary F runs in time � 00 + qL �Thash(k), and the result follows. 2That completes the proof of the theorem. In otherwords, the result shows that the �rst requirement R1holds on PAA. 2

Lemma 5.5 Assuming that H is a UOWHF and theCDH problem is hard, for input parameters H; t; andinformation INFOUi and INFOUj there is no e�cient Asuch that can distinguish Ui and Uj with non-negligibleprobability.
Proof: At the registration step, when GM assigns Rito Ui, it knows the identity of Ui. At the commit-ment step, however, GM cannot know the identity ofUi since Ui submits hHn�t(sUi); t; INFOUii. GM hasno information about a seed sUi . Similarly, V C cannotknow the identity of Ui because he does not trace thelink Ui with Ri.To extract Ri during the registration step, A shoulddefeat the security of DHS and ULS, which contradictsthe proof of the above theorems. The result then fol-lows. 2The theorem then follows from putting together theabove equations. In the sequel, we deduced from PAAthe extended protocol Ps-AA ensuring its security andanonymity.
Theorem 5.6 On Ps-AA, there is no e�cient adver-sary identify who makes which transactions.
Proof: To achieve anonymity against GM , V C, andother group members, Ui should choose a new seed sUiper each session. However, V C realizes that sUi is thesame as the seed of the previous session, he still doesnot know the owner of the seed. 2

Theorem 5.7 On Ps-AA, the requirementsR4 andR5hold.
Proof: At the preparation step, because only legit-imated users who want to participate can be pickedout, GM can make the group with no redundancy. Tocreate a new group, GM only does the generation of asession key and a random number set. 2



Corollary 5.8 The above protocol Ps-AA is robust if Hin the ULS is a UOWHF and the CDH problem is hardfor the DHS in the group G, which means that Ps-AA isan r-AA protocol Pr-AA.
5.2 Performance Analysis
We describe the features of our protocol comparedto other schemes from the viewpoints of computationfor all participants, which is shown in Table 1.We denote by E modular exponentiation, by H anapplication of hash function, and by m the number ofgroup members. We de�ne n be a constant numberon hash function. We assume that in public key cryp-tosystem, encrypting operation in general correspondsto two modular exponentiations.

Table 1: Computation Complexity

Procedure [2] [16] [11] [18] OursPreparation (m+1)E mE mE 3mE 4ERegistration 1E 8E (m+1)E 4E 4E1HCommitment 7E 4E2H (m+1)E 2E1H 2E1HIdenti�cation (m=2)E 4E2H 2E 2E1H 1H

From the table, we see that the computation amountrequired in each procedure is drastically reduced com-pared with other schemes. This great decrease of wholecomputation results from avoiding using public-key cryp-tosystems such as public-key encryption and decryp-tion or group signatures. Furthermore, we provide thestrict analysis of security built on the provable secu-rity. As mentioned before, we present that our proposalmeets two additional requirements (R4 and R5).
6 Conclusion
We proposed an anonymous authentication proto-col that satis�es main requirements for dynamic groupcommunications: one is the e�cient management of adynamic group and the other is to require low com-putational complexity. In particular, we focused onthe reduction of computation complexity only usinghash function, which enables the e�cient group man-agement. We also attempted to provide the strict anal-ysis of our proposal that determines whether crucialrequirements are satis�ed or not.As our future work, we have to devote ourselves toproviding complete security analysis. We expect thatthe low computational complexity implies that our pro-tocol is suitable for ad hoc networks such as mobilecommunications.
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